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Ã¢â‚¬Å“Seriously, Bane, should I sit around and pat myself on the back for resisting the EuroGov

for six months of my life and call it a day? Or should I go out and try to make a world in which you

and I can raise children without being afraid one day theyÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ll be taken from us and

murdered?Ã¢â‚¬Â•SALPERTON FACILITY STANDS EMPTY Ã¢â‚¬â€œ EVERY OTHER

FACILITY IS FULL.TIME TO DO SOMETHING ABOUT IT.Margo, Bane and Jon are determined to

fight the EuroGov. Preferably by rescuing as many other ReAssignees as possible. And if doing so

shakes the EuroBloc to its foundations, so much the better.Meanwhile Ã¢â‚¬â€œ a madman awaits

his fate.The world waits for Margo to take up her pen again.And in their secret base, Margo and

Bane prepare to marry at last.But the safety of their new home is deceptive. When they are

discovered, the EuroGovÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s vengeance will be swift. And merciless.PRAISE FOR I AM

MARGARETGreat style Ã¢â‚¬â€œ very good characters and pace. Definitely a book worth reading,

like The Hunger Games.EOIN COLFER, author of the Artemis Fowl booksAn intelligent, well-written

and enjoyable debut from a young writer with a bright future.STEWART ROSS, author of The

Soterion IncidentI AM MARGARET was awarded the Ã¢â‚¬ËœSeal of ApprovalÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ by the

Catholic Writers Guild in November 2014PRAISE FOR THE THREE MOST WANTEDI cannot

reiterate enough how much I am enjoying these books, and how talented this author is.TIFFANY,

blogger, Ã¢â‚¬ËœLife of a Catholic LibrarianÃ¢â‚¬â„¢
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Wow! Ms. Turner just keeps the action coming and doesn't repeat herself. My surprise was I thought

this was a trilogy and found out at the end that there is another book in the series. It was supposed

to be available now, but apparently it isn't yet. Can't wait!

Riveting story that I could not put down! I can not wait for the next book to be released! Enjoy!

Third book in the I Am Margaret series. This is a great continuation and can't wait to order the

fourth, and final, book "Bane's Eyes!"

Couldn't be more thrilled with these books. Finally, a Catholic distopia! Perfect for this teen

generation. Edge of your seat thriller, adventure, conflict and orthodox theology.

I thoroughly enjoyed the third book in this series. This entire series is action-packed and fun to read,

but also so thought-provoking. Turner's clean, quick, and descriptive writing style is so fitting for this

type of story.It's easy to see the similarities in attitudes and ideologies between the future conveyed

in this story and today. I love how Margo, Bane, and Jon stir things up a bit, and I love the message

that the books in this series give: we can't just sit around and watch our world fall apart, even if we

are safe and comfortable for the moment. We have to think about our children and their children,

along with everyone else. We are all in this together and we must do our part to make things

better.Though they each struggle with different trials, Margo, Bane, and Jon do their part, take the

risks, and give all they've got. And while the Church has had to go underground, it remains a very

important part of the solution.Highly recommend this series to older teens (there is a bit of language

and violence) and to adults!

Three books in, and I feel like a secret member of the Margo/Bane/Jon trio after having shared so

intimately in their risky escapes, harrowing travels, and now perilous exile.Liberation tracks the



Underground's determined attempts to free as many imprisoned citizens of the EuroBloc as

possible, all the while undermining the EuroGov - whether by (nonlethal) force or through electronic

media.At the same time, Margo and Bane enjoy (barely) enough health and security to finally plan

their wedding. More than the other books in the series, their impending nuptials allow for more

discussion of the Theology of the Body and Church teaching on sexual morality. As Bane is still a

nonBeliever, the discussion is organic to his and Margo's relationship and not preachy. The author's

portrayal is a good mix of the joy, desire, and challenges to chastity that characterize their

engagement.As expected, there are plenty of obstacles to their union and mortal danger at nearly

every turn. The book moves swiftly, reincorporating some characters who were absent in Book 2

and drawing ever closer to political and social revolution.Interestingly, the series could have ended

here with just a few adjustments to deliver a sobering but satisfying ending. I'm anxious to see what

the final installment in the series brings.(The authors is a fellow member of the Catholic Writers

Guild. I received a review copy of Liberation from the publisher.)

Fabulous. Engrossing page turner! Great book that, if you let it, makes you think. Handles sensitive

topics thoughtfully. Shows human emotional complexity and the painful results of evil and guilt. The

power of compassion is also present. Good action and descriptions. It's great getting to know the

characters better. Suitable for teens, young adults, and adults as long as violence, even the

suggestion of it, does not give nightmares. Very much enjoyed this book!

I find that book series typically fall into a few categories, either they start great and tapper off (The

Hunger Games), or sometimes they build slowly (Duncton Chronicles), but few series keep up the

intensity and the enjoyment (I Am Margaret or I Hunt Killers). This series in many ways keeps

getting better and better. I was impressed with Turner's debut I Am Margaret. And I am even more

impressed with this third instalment in the quadrilogy or tetralogy depending on your preference.

This was an incredible read that I could hardly put down.To recap: at the end of book 1, I Am

Margaret, Bane has freed Margo and Jon and the other ReAssigness from the EuroGov facility.

Now they are all on the run. At the end of book two, The Three Most Wanted, the Vatican state has

had to evacuate. Margo, Bane, Jon and many other are in hiding but with plans. At that leads us

directly to this story.Bane has a plan, a plan to liberate others who are waiting to be reassigned.

Pope Cornelius will only ok the plan because they are committed to using non-lethal. And with some

information from a surprising benefactor, and then things begin going very well for the underground.

But all good things do come to an end, as the saying goes. Some of our team are lost or captured,



some are getting married and soon all are in big trouble again surrounded on all sides by the military

of the Eurobloc.This is another amazing story in an amazing series! The writing is wonderful,

incredible suspense. It has excellent characters and great world building. If you have read the other

books in the series you will love this and if not give this wonderful series a try.
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